
ABSOLUTE RETRACTS IN GROUP THEORY 

REINHOLD BAER 

The subgroup R of the group G has been termed a retract1 of the 
group G whenever there exists an idempotent endomorphism of G 
which maps G upon R. This definition is in strict analogy to the 
topological concept of retract. Thus one may be tempted to define 
absolute retracts in like similarity to topological usage. However, we 
shall prove in the course of the present note that the identity is the 
only group which is a retract of every containing group. Conse
quently only modifications of the topological concept will be useful, 
and we shall show that each of the following classes of groups may in 
a certain sense lay claim to the title of absolute retract: the complete 
groups, the abelian groups the orders of whose elements are finite and 
square free, and the free groups. 

The following definition of the concept of retract is equivalent to 
the one given above, but it will be a little bit easier to handle: The 
group R is a retract of the group G if R is a subgroup of G, and if there 
exists an endomorphism e of G with the following properties: 

G€ g R and r* = r 
for r in R. 

Complete groups (Carmichael [2, p. 81]) have been defined as 
groups with the following properties: each of their automorphisms is 
an inner automorphism and their center consists of the identity only. 
Thus groups are complete if they are "essentially" identical with their 
group of automorphisms. 

THEOREM 1. The group G is complete if, and only if, it meets the fol
lowing requirement: 

(*) If G is a normal subgroup of the group E, then G is a retract of E. 

PROOF. Assume first the validity of condition (*). Consider the 
automorphism a of G. Then there exists (Zassenhaus [l , pp. 93, 94]) 
one and essentially only one group A which is obtained by adjoining 
to G an element t subject to the relations 

trigt - g* 

for g in G. Clearly G is a normal subgroup of A and A/G is an infinite 

Presented to the Society, April 27,1946; received by the editors January 30,1946. 
1 See Baer [2, chap. II, §3] for elementary properties of retracts. Many applica

tions of the concept of retract may be found there too. Numbers in brackets refer to 
the Bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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cyclic group. Hence there exists by (*) an endomorphism |3 of A with 
the following properties : 

A& ^ G and gfi = g 

for g in G. In particular s = /0 is an element in G, and this element 
satisfies, for every element g in G, 

srlgs - ( r 1 ) ^ - ( ^ W - S* = «"• 

since g and g* belong to G. Thus the automorphism a is induced by 
the element 5 in G, proving that every automorphism of G is inner. 

Consider next the element z in the center of G. Then there exists 
(Zassenhaus [l , p. 96, Satz 21]) one and essentially only one group Z 
which is obtained by adjoining to G elements x and y subject to the 
following relations: 

%-ly-l%y _- Zf Xg = gX a n ( J yg _. gy 

for every g in G. Then G is a normal subgroup of Z and Z/G is a free 
abelian group of rank 2. Hence there exists by (*) an endomorphism € 
of Z with the following properties: 

Z< SG and g€ = g 

for every g in G. If g is an element in G, then 

X*g « #«£« = (sg)i = (£#)« = g«#e « g ^ 

proving that #* belongs to the center of G, and likewise we show that 
y< belongs to the center of G. Consequently 

z = z« = ar6y-eff«;y« = 1. 

Thus we have shown that 1 is the only element in the center of G, 
and this completes the proof of the fact that every group with the 
property (*) is complete. 

Assume conversely that the group G is complete and that G is a 
normal subgroup of the group T. Denote by S the centralizer of G 
in T (which consists of all those elements in T which commute with 
every element in G). Since every automorphism of G is an inner auto
morphism, it follows that T~GS = SG; and since the identity is the 
only element in the center of G, it follows that 1 is the cross cut of G 
and 5 . Hence T is the direct product (Carmichael [l , p. 96, no. 10 ]) 
of G and 5, and this fact clearly implies that G is a retract of T, com
pleting the proof. 

Groups containing a given group G as normal subgroups are termed 
(Zassenhaus [ l , p. 89 fï.]) extensions of G. I t may be noted that in the 
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first part of the proof of Theorem 1 we made use only of extensions 
of G by abelian groups. This shows the validity of the following 
proposition : 

COROLLARY 1. The group G is complete if (and only if) it is a retract 
of every extension of G by an àbelian group. 

REMARK. Examples of complete groups are provided by all the 
symmetric groups of finite or infinite degree,2 not less than 7. This 
shows in particular that every group is a subgroup of a complete 
group and thus a subgroup of a group, meeting requirement (*) of 
Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 2. The identity is the only group which is a retract of every 
containing group. 

PROOF. Suppose that the group G is a retract of every group which 
contains G as a subgroup. Denote by D the direct product of G and 
of a group H isomorphic to G, and denote by t\ a definite isomorphism 
of G upon H. Denote by W the essentially uniquely determined group 
(Zassenhaus [l, pp. 93, 94]) which is obtained by adjoining to D an 
element w subject to the relations: 

w2 = 1, wgw = g11 

for g in G. Then the element w of order 2 induces in D the automor
phism which interchanges the elements g and gn for g in G. Clearly 
D is a normal subgroup of W and W/D of order 2. Since, therefore, G 
is a subgroup of the group W, there exists an endomorphism ö oî W 
with the following properties: 

W* g G and g* = g 

for g in G. We note next that every element in G commutes with every 
element in H. If x is an element in JEZ", and if g is an element in G, then 

g %* = g*%* = (gxy = (xgY = x*g* = x*g, 

proving that x8 is in the center of G, since xs belongs to G. Hence EP 
is part of the center of G. 

If g is any element in G, then g11 is in H and g** belongs, therefore, 
to the center of G. Hence 

whg = w8g* = (wg)* = {g^wY = g^w6 = ze>V*> 

since vfi is in G too. Consequently g—g**, proving that G=H*. Thus 

2 See Baer [l] , Schreier and Ulam [l, 2]. 
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G is commutative, since we showed before that IP is part of the center 
of G. 

But G is a retract of each of its extensions, and thus it follows from 
Theorem 1 that the center of G is 1. Hence G = l, as we intended to 
prove. 

REMARK. The situation would be changed considerably if we re
stricted the class of admissible groups. We mention in this respect the 
following well known theorem: The abelian group A is a retract of 
every abelian group if, and only if, A =AP for every prime number p. 
On the other hand the preceding theorems would not be affected at 
all by restricting oneself to finite groups. 

THEOREM 3. Every subgroup of the group G is a retract of G if, and 
only if, G is an abelian group the orders of whose elements are finite and 
square free. 

PROOF. If G is an abelian group the orders of whose elements are 
square free integers, then every subgroup of G is known to be a direct 
factor of G. But direct factors are retracts, proving the sufficiency of 
our condition. 

Assume conversely that every subgroup of G is a retract of G. Then 
there exists to every element g in G an endomorphism € of G with the 
following properties: g* = g and Ge is part of the cyclic subgroup gen
erated by g. 

Denote by E the kernel of the endomorphism €. Then G/E is a 
cyclic group. This implies in particular that the commutator subgroup 
of G is part of £. If g 9^ 1, then g is certainly not in E. Thus it is impos
sible that an element, not 1, is in the commutator subgroup of G. 
Consequently G is abelian. 

Consider an element z in G and a positive integer n. Then there 
exists an endomorphism v of G with the following properties: (zn)" = zn 

and Gv is part of the cyclic subgroup generated by zn. 
The element z itself is therefore mapped by v upon a power of zn. 

Hence there exists an integer m=m(nt z) such that zv—znm. Conse
quently we find that 

2* = («g")« sa: Znmn Or g»<l-»»»> es 1. 

Let in particular n = 2. Then 1 —2m(2, z) is an odd number r such that 
z2r = 1, proving that z is of finite order. Next we take for n any divisor 
of the order of z. Then n and l—mn(n, z) are relatively prime num
bers, and we infer from zn^"mn) = 1 that the order of z is square free. 
This completes the proof. 

Dualizing the concept of retract of a group, we say that the quotient 
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group G/N is retractable whenever there exists an idempotent endo-
morphism of G whose kernel is exactly N. This is equivalent to saying 
that G is a splitting extension of N by G/N. We note the following 
known theorem :8 

The group F is a free group if, and only if, every quotient group, iso
morphic to F, is retractable. 

This theorem may be considered a dual of either or both Theorems 
1 and 2. In order to find a dual of Theorem 3 one has to determine the 
class of totally retractable groups. Here we term a group totally retract
able if each of its quotient groups is retractable. A complete charac
terization of this class of groups does not seem to be available as yet. 
Thus the following criteria may be of interest. 

THEOREM 4. The abelian group A is totally retractable if, and only if, 
the orders of the elements in A are finite and square free. 

PROOF. If the orders of the elements in A are finite and square free, 
then every subgroup of A is a direct factor of A. Consequently every 
quotient group is retractable and A is totally retractable. 

Assume conversely that A is totally retractable. Denote by F the 
subgroup A which consists of the elements of finite order in A. If 
Fy£A, then it is possible to construct (in many ways) a subgroup W 
of A such that F^W<A and such that every element in A/W is of 
finite order. But every endomorphism with kernel W would map A 
into F. Such an endomorphism cannot then be idempotent, a contra
diction which proves that F=A, that is, that every element in A is 
of finite order. 

Denote by P the subgroup of A which consists of all the elements 
in A whose order is a factor of the given prime number p. Then there 
exists an idempotent endomorphism e of A whose kernel is P. Since 1 
is the cross cut of P and A1, it is impossible that A€ contains elements 
of order p. Thus 1 is the only element of order a power of p in A'. 
Since A/P and A' are isomorphic groups, it follows that P contains 
all the elements of order a power of p in A, and this fact implies that 
the orders of the elements in A are square free, as we intended to 
prove. 

THEOREM 5. If the group G is totally retractable, then it has the follow-
ing properties: 

(a) Every quotient group of G is totally retractable. 
(b) Every subgroup of the center of G is a direct factor of G. 
8 See, for example, Baer [2, chap. II, §l]. 
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(c) The commutator subgroup G' of G is generated by the commutators 
of the form x^y^xy for x in G and y in G'. 

PROOF. Proposition (a) is an almost immediate inference from the 
fact that every normal subgroup of the quotient group G/N has the 
form M/N for M a normal subgroup of G. To prove (b) consider a sub
group S of the center of G. Then S is a normal subgroup of G. Hence 
there exists an idempotent endomorphism e of G whose kernel is S. 
Since the elements in S commute with every element in G, it follows 
that G is the direct product of S and G€. To prove (c) denote by G" 
the subgroup generated by the commutators x^y^xy for x in G and 
y in G'. Clearly G" ^*G' and G" is a normal subgroup of G. It follows 
from (a) that G/G" is totally retractable. Since Gf/G" is part of the 
center of G/G"> it follows from (b) that Gf/G" is a direct factor of 
G/G". But G'/G" is the commutator subgroup of G/G", and a com
mutator subgroup which is an abelian direct factor is necessarily the 
identity. Hence G' — G", completing the proof. 

Proposition (b) and (c) of Theorem 5 imply in particular the fact 
that nilpotent, totally retractable groups are always abelian. On the 
other hand already the non-abelian group of order 6 provides an ex
ample of a soluble, non-abelian group which is totally retractable. 
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